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ique from Dallas. BOSWELL indicated that he was the first one 

contacted (HUMES was on vacation at the time). BOSWELL then 

contacted the command officer of the medical school and hospital_ 

BOSWELL said he told BRUCE SMITH that it was "ridiculous to do 

the post here." He said that he was told that DR. BURKLEY had 

insisted that the President be brought there. BOSWELL felt the 

post-mortem should have been done at DFIP. 

DR. BOSWELL had been concerned that they began the 

autopsy without any written authorization which is something 

they never do. Such authorization has to come from the next of 	41°. 

kin. He said that JACKIE finally signed an authorization which  

`' fit., 

s.'  

arrived in in the morgue near the end of the autopsy. He indicated 

that DR. BURKLEY was basicaily'supervising everything that went 

on in the autopsy room and that the commanding officer was also 

responding to BURKLEY's wishes. He indicated that ROBERT MCNAMARA 

seemed to have acted as liaison between the family and DR. BURKLEY, 

and that MCNAMARA kept his head throughout. He implied that 

MCNAMARA was never actually in the autopsy room but was working 

out of the room where the family was staying. DR. BOSWELL indi-

cated that he was notified in the early afternoon of his forth-

coming role in the autopsy. 

Later that afternoon he went to do some "moonlighting" 

at Suburban Hospital and was called back approximately 6:00. He 

said the autopsy began around 8:00 p.m. He said the President's 

body was removed from the casket. There were a pillowcase and 

sheets around the head area. Regarding those sheets, DR. BOSWELL 


